Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/0JyskhvzxK4
Instructions
*I did not prewash my fabric, but you totally can (and probably should). I recommend
washing it on the gentle or hand wash cycle and tumble dry low or air dry to keep as
much of the fabric in tact as possible. You can also zig zag your sizes to that it won't fray
too much. Just be aware that if you don't prewash, your apron might shrink a little in
the wash - wash on cold and tumble dry low.
Begin with your 1 yard of fabric. Lay your fabric out with the selvedge on the left and
right. Fold the selvedge over 13.5 inches and cut. Make sure you have 15 inches
remaining on your fabric cut for the strap and ties and set that aside.
Trip off selvedge edges.
This is the main body of the apron. Cut 8 inches off the bottom for the pocket. Set the
pocket aside.
Take the main body of the fabric and fold in half lengthwise. Lay on your mat with the
fold to your right. Place a pin on the top edge 5 inches from the fold. Place another pin
13 inches from the top of the apron body on the side (not the fold side). Align your ruler
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matching up the pinned points and cut to create the angled line for the sides of the
apron.
Get the remaining piece of you fabric to cut the straps. You need 4 strips cut 3 inches
wide for the ties and 2 strips cut 2.5 inches wide for the neck strap. There will not be
much fabric remaining so do your best not to make a cutting mistake.
Trim 3 inch side ties so they are all the same length (should be about 36 inches).
Trim both 2.5 inch neck straps to 24 inches.
Sew the ties and strap. Place the neck strap pieces right sides together and sew around
using a 1/4 inch seam allowance. Back stitch at beginning and end and leave a several
inch opening for turning right side out. Do the same thing for the side ties.
Trip the corners and turn right side out on neck strap and 2 side ties. Use a point turner
or chopstick to pop out corners. Press.
Take straps back to sewing machine and stitch all the way around using a 1/8 inch seam
allowance. Set aside for now.
Make the Pocket.
Place the pocket right sides together and sew using a 1/4 inch seam allowance, leaving
several inch opening for turning right side out. Trim corners and turn right side out.
Press. Place 2 stitches 1/8 of an inch apart along the top of the pocket and set aside.
Hem the apron body.
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Take the apron body and starting with the top edge, fold over 1/4 inch and press and
then fold over another 1/4 and press again. Pin in place. Start with the top, then move
to the sides and the bottom last. You can make your bottom edge a little larger hem if
you like.
Now line up only 1 side of the neck strap with the edge of the neckline and pin. Leave
the other side free so that you can decide the length and make small adjustments.
Pin the side ties in the same manner.
Sew all the way around the apron body back stitching at the beginning and end.
Try on the apron and pin the neck strap at the appropriate place for your body. Also,
while you are trying it on, decide where you want the pocket and pin that in place as
well.
Before you stitch the pocket down, make sure it is centered and straight.
Sew the free end of the neck strap in place back stitching and beginning and end.
Sew along the side, bottom and other side of the pocket to secure it in place
backstitching at beginning and end.
Stitch an additional reinforcing stitch along all ties backstitching well. Place an
additional top stitch along the bottom hem if desired.
Trim threads.
DONE!
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